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Intro: Manchester Urban Sketchers Symposium



Intro: Manchester

Manchester is full of glorious old 
buildings from the heyday of the 
industrial revolution...



Intro: Manchester

...and the Symposium was full of architects who could sketch them beautifully.



Intro: Manchester

I generally stink at drawing 
buildings, but in Delphine’s 
“Splashes to Lines” workshop, I 
learned a more organic approach 
that I could use.

Delphine Priollaud-Stoclet:  “I don’t want to make a bad photography!”
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Intro: Manchester



Why use  
Splash & Scribble 

for Nature Journaling?



So much of the nature journaling 
we do is like making a coloring 
book: drawing outlines and then 
painting between the lines.

This approach can produce 
beautiful sketches, but it can 
also lock you into something that 
turns out to be inaccurate or 
uninteresting. 

What if you inverted the sequence?

Why Splash & Scribble?



Why Splash & Scribble?

What if you started by splashing down 
some loose color, and then drew your 
lines on top of that? 

You’d have a lot more freedom to play 
with beautiful watercolor effects, 
letting the paint have happy accidents.



Why Splash & Scribble?

With a base of shapes to guide you, 
you’re freer to have fun, scribbling 
with loose, expressive lines, rather 
than striving to “get it right”. 



Don’t know how to draw horses? 
Doesn’t matter.

You can feel your way into a scene, 
getting to understand it as you build it 
up, with lots of room for error.

Why Splash & Scribble?



Regular colored pencils won’t 
stick to wet paper so you get a 
faint line—and you’ll probably 
tear the paper while you’re 
trying. 

If you drew with an ink pen 
you’d have to wait for the 
paint to dry or the ink would 
run.

Why watercolor pencils?

Bonus: You can draw on a really damp day 
because you don’t need dry paper



You can play with 
“lost-and-found” 
line, letting the paint 
dissolve some of 
the lines into the 
background.

Why watercolor pencils?



Exercise #1

Simple leaf shapes



Splash down some loose watercolor to 
roughly indicate the shape. Then draw 
on and around the leaf.

Don’t worry about getting the color right. 

Exercise #1: Simple leaf shapes



Demonstration: 
Leaf techniques



Leaf demo

Have a sloppy green mixing area 
on the palette—you don’t need 
precise color matches.



Leaf demo

Splash some loose wet 
watercolor down on the 
page to roughly describe 
the shapes.

Drop other colors into wet 
paint so the colors blur and 
run.

Enjoy playing with paint: 
you want surprises and 
accidents to happen here. 



Leaf demo

Draw into the wet paint 
with the watercolor pencils.

Experiment with a lighter 
pencil. Sometimes you’ll 
keep that lighter line, and 
sometimes the paint will 
flow into the depression, 
making a darker line.



Leaf demo

As the paper dries, the line 
quality will change.

You can blur pencil lines 
with water if they’re too 
sharp.



Leaf demo

Let your lines run fast 
and loose. 

You don’t need to 
carefully outline the 
shapes: lively expressive 
lines are more important.

To get a dark inky line 
over dry paper, dip your 
pencil in water.

You can still draw with 
a fairly blunt pencil; just 
keep rotating it so the 
sharper part hits the 
paper.  



Leaf demo

You can paint in darker 
watercolor to define 
shapes and cover up 
things you want to 
change.

Even when you’re 
painting inside the lines, 
try to do it  one or two 
brushstrokes. 



Leaf demo

Dark shadows will make 
lighter colors pop.



Leaf demo To re-wet an area, paint over it with 
clear water. 

Do it quickly and lightly so you don’t 
disturb the paint.



Leaf demo

Dabbling the pencils on wet paper 
makes some beautiful marks.



Leaf demo

Keep going back and forth 
between pencil lines and 
painted shapes, building up 
your drawing.



Leaf demo

Make a lighter stem 
by lifting out with a 
clean wet brush and 
a rag or paper towel.



Leaf demo

And add a subtle 
shadow line to 
strengthen it.



Leaf demo

Draw in more lines,



Layer on more paint.

Leaf demo



At some point you need 
to step away and figure 
out if it’s done.

Does this need anything 
more?

Leaf demo



There’s a lot more 
information we could put 
in, but is it enough now?

This is a sketch, not an 
inventory. If you need to 
record a count of something, 
write it on the side.

Leaf demo



Look away from your 
reference, and just 
consider the sketch. 
Does it stand on its 
own?

Maybe it needs a few 
really dark areas?

(Leave the darkest darks 
for the end, so they have 
real impact.)

Leaf demo



Do you think this 
is better, or is it 
overworked?

Leaf demo



Exercise #2

Watercolor effects 
and 

pencil textures



With the fewest possible brush strokes, 
quickly indicate the leaf shape using 
the lightest color of your leaf. 

While the paint is still wet, drop in the 
other colors.

Use the pencils to 
add a few spots 
and veins.

Exercise #2: Color and texture

(Use heavy watercolor 
paper for this exercise.)



Demonstration:

Building a complex sketch



Kit Carson sketch

Statue of Kit Carson  
by Buckeye Blake in Carson 
City, Nevada 



Kit Carson sketch



Kit Carson sketch



Kit Carson sketch

Start by dropping in 
some paint to loosely 
block out the forms.



Kit Carson sketch

Start drawing in 
some lines to define 
the shapes.

You don’t 
have to 
follow the 
lines of the 
paint.



Kit Carson sketch

Fight the urge 
to add detail 
at this stage!



Kit Carson sketch

Notice all the white 
areas where I’m 
drawing in parts that 
weren’t covered by the 
green paint.

You can stay loose and 
relaxed as you continue 
to feel your way into 
understanding what 
you’re seeing.



Kit Carson sketch

As you draw in the 
basic shapes you can 
loosely measure to get 
proportions right. 

Looks like the torso 
height is about the 
same as the distance 
from the horse’s belly to 
the ground. 



Kit Carson sketch

You can start having fun 
with the lines. 

Wet the pencil so it makes 
inky marks and use that 
to scribble in the shadows.



Kit Carson sketch

What next?  
Is it OK to add 
more detail now?

What is the 
next most 
important piece 
of information  
to add?



Kit Carson sketch

I think the 
horse’s head is 
important, so I’ll 
focus on that— 
and have some 
fun with the 
lines of the reins.



Kit Carson sketch

I think the 
horse’s head is 
important, so I’ll 
focus on that— 
and have some 
fun with the 
lines of the reins.



Now I can finish 
off the details of 
the clothing, add 
the tail, tighten 
up the horse’s 
legs...

Kit Carson sketch



Kit Carson sketch

...splash on some 
more paint to 
fill in the white 
parts



Add touches of 
some other colors 
and...is it done?

Kit Carson sketch



Splash & Scribble 
Speed Sketching



Notice the way the blooms from 
the green pushing out into the 
blue make great foliage.

Yellow pencil scribbles.

Speed Sketching: Forests



Branches in a lighter gray 
pencil will look thinner.

Speed Sketching: Forests



5 minute pose

Speed Sketching: Life drawing



10 minute pose

Speed Sketching: Life drawing



Speed Sketching: People in public places

Marina Grechanik



Speed Sketching: People in public places

Marina Grechanik



Lynne Chapman

Speed Sketching: Reportage



Lynne Chapman

Speed Sketching: Reportage



Speed Sketching: Reportage

Lynne Chapman



Speed Sketching: Reportage

Lynne Chapman



Speed Sketching: Meals

Paul Wang



Speed Sketching: Passing landscapes on trains



Speed Sketching: Passing landscapes on trains



Speed Sketching: Passing landscapes on trains



Speed Sketching: Passing landscapes on trains



Exercise #3: Speed sketching train landscape



Working  
with your pencils  

in the field



Working with your pencils in the field

It’s easier and faster 
to limit your colors to 
what you can hold in 
your hand as you work.



Working with your pencils in the field

This is a good way to work 
when you don’t want to 
risk losing something on 
the ground.



Working with your pencils in the field

If you need to bring a lot of colors with you, don’t bring your pencils in the box!

It looks beautiful when you first open it...



Working with your pencils in the field

...but it’s chaos as soon 
as you start to work, 
and you’ll waste a lot 
of time hunting for the 
right color.



Working with your pencils in the field

Better to  
throw away the box  
and sort into small bundles.

Warm colors

Cool colors

Neutrals



Working with your pencils in the field

Or sort them into warm 
and cool pockets in your 
sketching bag.



Working with your pencils in the field
Another approach: 

Saw pencils in half to fit in old 
prescription container.

Put felt pad in 
bottom to protect 
pencil points.



Working with your pencils in the field

Put your wet pencils  
out to dry at the end  
of the day. 

Clean and dry your 
brushes while you’re 
at it (not necessary for 
waterbrushes). 



Buying 
pencils



Buying pencils

How do you know it’s 
water-soluble?



Buying pencils

Look for the paintbrush icon



Buying pencils: Lightfastness

Will the color fade? 
Look for a lightfastness rating.



Buying pencils: Lightfastness

Most good brands will have some information on the box...



Buying pencils: Lightfastness

... if you search for it.



Buying pencils: Hard and soft

Experiment to see what feels good 
to you.

Sometimes there will be 
information on the label, 
but mostly not.



Buying pencils

Test them in the art store first, then just buy one or two to see if you like the brand.



Buying pencils: Inktense

Like drawing with ink.

Vivid, saturated colors.

After one wetting, the colors 
are set and you can paint 
over them.



Buying pencils: Inktense

Make a reference card to use in the field.



Buying pencils: STABILO “All” (paper.glass.plastic.metal)

Not to be 
confused with  
STABILO 
Aquatico

Unlike Intense, these never set; will always re-wet.

Very deep blacks, waxy feel.

Can wipe off of smooth surfaces with a damp cloth  
and can erase from paper. 



Faber-Castell 
Graphite 
Aquarelle

Art Graf 
Black Carbon

Raw graphite

Buying pencils: Water-soluble graphite

Cretacolor  
Graphite Aquarel

The same graphite 
that’s used in 
regular pencils, but it 
dissolves in water.



Buying pencils: Water-soluble graphite

Advantages:

•	Soft grays

•	Handles well 

•	Erase-able like regular graphite 
before wetting 

Will not erase 
after wetting



Buying pencils: Crayons, sticks and solid pencils

Use when working big, e.g. life drawing.



Watersoluble crayons can also do lost-and-found lines

Buying pencils: Crayons, sticks and solid pencils



Resources



Liz Steel blog

Resources: Artist blogs to follow

https://citizensketcher.com/2016/01/26/great-question-of-the-week-how-do-i-avoid-cartoony-sketches/


Liz Ackerley “Liz’s Scribbles” blog

Resources: Artist blogs to follow

https://citizensketcher.com/2016/01/26/great-question-of-the-week-how-do-i-avoid-cartoony-sketches/


Marc Taro Holmes “Citizen Sketcher” blog

Resources: Artist blogs to follow

https://citizensketcher.com/2016/01/26/great-question-of-the-week-how-do-i-avoid-cartoony-sketches/
https://citizensketcher.com/2016/01/26/great-question-of-the-week-how-do-i-avoid-cartoony-sketches/


Resources: Flickr Gallery of examples

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lauriewigham/galleries/72157671315188700/


Resources: Bay Area sketching groups and classes

For more info about Nature Journal Club  
events, go to:

 johnmuirlaws.com
 facebook.com/groups/naturejournalclub     

To get on the mailing list for other classes  
I’m teaching, email me at: 

 info@lauriewigham.com

For info about the San Francisco  
sketching meetup group, go to:

 meetup.com/sf-sketchers

http://johnmuirlaws.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/naturejournalclub/
http://lauriewigham@gmail.com
http://meetup.com/sf-sketchers


Resources: International sketching groups

World Wide Sketchcrawl

 sketchcrawl.com

Every 3 months they pick a date for 
sketchers around the world to sketch 
all day. 

Local organizers list beginning 
and ending meeting points on 
Sketchcrawl’s Forum page.

http://www.sketchcrawl.com/


Resources: International sketching groups

Urban Sketchers (USk)

 urbansketchers.org

World wide sketching group, with 
chapters in 50 countries. Also blogs, 
books, workshops, symposiums.

Urban Sketchers Manifesto
1. We draw on location, indoors or out, capturing 

what we see from direct observation.

2. Our drawings tell the story of our surroundings, 
the places we live and where we travel.

3. Our drawings are a record of time and place.

4. We are truthful to the scenes we witness.

5. We use any kind of media and cherish our 
individual styles.

6. We support each other and draw together.

7. We share our drawings online.

8. We show the world, one drawing at a time.

http://www.urbansketchers.org/
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